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Drawing in healthcare
• Informational tool (e.g., drawing location of pain)
• Expressive tool (e.g., communicating nature of experience)
• Wellbeing tool (doodling and observational drawing to reduce

stress and anxiety)



Drawing as a stress reduction intervention 
in healthcare settings

• Increased use of art and drawing for wellbeing interventions to
help reduce stress and anxiety of staff and patients in medical
settings

• Drawing and colouring reduced anxiety of adults in emergency
department and pediatric surgery waiting rooms (Rajendran et
al., 2020; Robinson et al., 2018).

• Nurses who coloured in their break had lower levels of anxiety
at the end of the break than nurses who did not (Maguire et al.,
2020)

• A Zentangling intervention (structured doodling) for healthcare
workers (6 months) improved workplace stress management
and self efficacy



Drawing to repair mood
• Drawing for 15-20 minutes repairs mood after a stressful event,

heart rate decreased (Drake, 2019; Smolarski et al., 2015); more
effective than completing puzzles (De Petrillo & Winner, 2005).

• Drawing daily for 4 days (4 occasions)
• Observational drawing (e.g. drawing one’s hands and shoes)

improved mood more effectively than drawing to express one’s
stressful experience (Drake et al., 2016). Life satisfaction improved
over the 4 days for both drawing types.

• Drawing over month (once a week)
• Drawing to distract increased respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA)

more after 1 month than a control condition (no drawing) (Drake,
2019)

• RSA is a physiological marker of emotional regulation



Drawing to express versus distract (Drake, 2019)



What’s happening when we draw for wellbeing?
• Drawing abstract designs also repairs

mood better than expressing negative
affect (Forkosh & Drake, 2017)

• Drake (2019) suggests that the
mechanism is distraction (from worries)
– attention absorbed in aesthetic
experience, mindful observation or the
flow state.

• Brain imaging research while drawing
following stress induction suggests a
reduction in prefrontal cortex activity,
associated with planning and cognitive
control (Yan et al., 2021), and increased
activity in the medial prefrontal cortex,
indicative of inhibition of the stress
response (Kaimal et al., 2017).



Conclusions

• Drawing can be a useful tool to help reduce stress and anxiety
o Evidence from experiments with student populations and in medical 

settings

• Much yet to learn:
o What type of drawing works best (e.g. Zentangling, mindful nature 

drawing)?
o Does it depend on level of drawing skill (do drawing tasks need to be 

scaffolded to enable interest and the flow state)?
o What are the long term benefits?
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